Solar Storm Flu

“Solar Storm Flu – A non-contagious flu-like sickness that occurs in the general population after a solar storm on the Sun.”

Steven Magee

Solar storm radiation sickness has been extensively documented in astronauts orbiting the Earth. Less well known is the ability of solar storms to affect the well-being of populations on the ground. During and after a severe solar storm, flu-like sickness may be observed in the general population for several weeks. The most recent solar storm that was suspected of causing Solar Storm Flu occurred on Christmas Eve 2017. By New Years Day 2018 a flu epidemic was being observed in the general population. Space Weather states:

"A stream of gaseous material flowing from a hole in the sun's atmosphere hit Earth on Christmas Eve, causing energetic particles from space to rain down on our planet's upper atmosphere. Green auroras were observed all around the Arctic Circle."


Various radiation researchers on the ground observed a non-contagious flu-like sickness appearing in the general population between Christmas and New Year. These flu-like symptoms did not pass onto other people in the household, indicating that it was non-infectious.

Natural News has a good article on radiation health issues and here are some of the interesting points:

"Radiation sickness can cause people to feel weak and out of sorts -- almost like having a bad version of the flu. It can dramatically reduce the number of red blood cells, causing anemia and increased risk of fainting....Leucopenia (low-white-blood-cell counts) were found on blood testing with extreme cases falling below 1,000 (normal levels are around 7,000)...Radiation sickness can cause visible ulcers in or on the mouth. In addition, ulcers often form in the esophagus, stomach, and intestines."

https://www.naturalnews.com/032087_radiation_sickness_symptoms.html

These flu-like symptoms being reported were consistent with a radiation exposure. Radiation sickness typically depresses the immune system and causes the appearance of sickness in the general population through reduced ability to fight off viruses, infections and bacteria. Radiation exposures affect people in different ways and typically the most sensitive to radiation exposures are the ones who will become sick. Radiation researchers believe that approximately 25% of the population has elevated sensitivity to environmental radiation. Another way of saying this is that in a typical family of four, one person may be displaying general sickness from environmental radiation exposures.

Wikipedia states:

“Intense solar flares release very-high-energy particles that can cause radiation poisoning to humans (and mammals in general) similar to low-energy radiation from nuclear blasts.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geomagnetic_storm
Other health symptoms are suspected of being aggravated by adverse solar radiation exposures and some of these are:

- Anxiety.
- Bipolar Disorder.
- Cardiovascular.
- Depression.
- Digestive Issues.
- Dizziness.
- Fatigue.
- Headaches.
- Insomnia.
- Suicide.
- Mental Illness.

NASA states the following about Solar Storm Flu and what it does to astronauts:

"An astronaut caught outside when the storm hit would've gotten sick," says Francis Cucinotta, NASA's radiation health officer at the Johnson Space Center. At first, he'd feel fine, but a few days later symptoms of radiation sickness would appear: vomiting, fatigue, low blood counts. These symptoms might persist for days."


At the same time as the Flu outbreak, we also saw historic extreme cold weather. This cold weather may also be related to the Christmas Eve 2017 solar storm:

"The arctic invasion is rivaling that of the past 100 years for late December and early January, Accuweather said."


Interesting Quotes & Internet Links

- “2018 begins with record cold, as arctic weather puts some New Year's plans on ice”
- “Arizona flu frenzy: cases up 888 percent compared to typical season”
  http://www.tucsonnewsnow.com/story/37208446/arizona-flu-frenzy-cases-up-888-percent-compared-to-typical-season
- “California Flu Epidemic Running 300% Above 5-Year Average”
- “Cold weather killing fish in Florida”
- “Exceptional" flu epidemic grips Finland”
- “Geomagnetic storm”
  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geomagnetic_storm
- “Happy 2018! It's already breaking cold-weather records”
- “How Solar Flares Affect Human Health – Our Mind And Body”
- “How Recent Solar Flares Are Affecting Humans”
  http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_consciousuniverse50.htm
- “How Solar Activity and Changes in Earth’s Magnetic Field Affect Human Consciousness and Health”
- “KILLER FLU EPIDEMIC Aussie flu outbreak set to get WORSE as French epidemic infects the UK – prompting churches to ban handshakes”
- “More on Solar Storms and Major Mental Illness”
  http://disinfo.com/2012/07/more-on-solar-storms-and-major-mental-illness/
- “Radiation disease - here are the symptoms and causes”
  https://www.naturalnews.com/032087_radiation_sickness_symptoms.html
- “Scientific Evidence that Geomagnetic Storms Are Making You Sick”
- “Sickening Solar Flares”
- “Solar Activity Affects Humans Physical and Mental State”
- “Solar Flare Symptoms”
  http://carliniinstitute.com/solar_flare_symptoms
- “Solar Storms: The Silent Menace”
  https://image.gsfc.nasa.gov/poetry/workbook/storms.html
- “Widespread flu outbreak continues to spread”
  http://wnh.com/2018/01/05/widespread-flu-outbreak-continues-to-spread/
“We are only at the beginning of understanding the effects of solar radiation on human health.”

Steven Magee – Author of Toxic Light